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“A friend is someone who helps you up when you’re down, and if they can’t, they sit down beside you and listen.” -AA Milne

Steve Harrigan began his �nancial services career over 13 years ago. Over the last 13 years, he has dedicated his practice to helping families 
achieve their personal �nancial dreams. Steve, and his team, have developed a 4 Step Process that focuses on addressing the multitude of 
issues that could impact families from reaching their Financial Goals. Steve and his team have found that the recipe to success is sticking 
to �nancial planning fundamentals, and educating his clients on the foundations of �nancial planning.

Steve, his wife Gina, two daughters Abby and Sophie, and their yellow lab Remy,  live in Ambler, Pa.  Steve enjoys playing the guitar, 
cooking Italian food, going to Wildwood Crest, and watching the Philadelphia Eagles. Steve attended Temple University where he majored 
in Pre-Law, and graduated on the Dean’s List. 

Anchored by the core tenet that “the quickest road to success is helping others succeed,” Regal Financial Group best serves individuals 
and families that need Financial Guidance in:
-Identifying and establishing financial goals and objectives

-Utilizing Comprehensive Planning to reach your goals

-Addressing and accounting for the Risks that could hinder financial success

-Providing, and implementing, a customized Financial Plan, that acts as a road map

Many of Steve’s best client relationships have been related to:
-Guiding younger families and assisting them in growing their nest egg
-Helping older families successfully transition from their working years into retirement
-Aiding younger professionals (such as doctors, lawyers, and medical professionals) to grow their assets for future income needs
-Supporting friends with similar values and interests to make correct financial choices 

Please feel free to accept our gift to evaluate your individual �nancial situation by using our “Steps to Score Your Success at 
regal�n.com/greater-philadelphia, or email me at sharrigan@regalria.com

Send me an email to schedule a discussion, and possible evaluation, at sharrigan@regalria.com

Investment advisory services offered by Steve Harrigan through Regal Investment Advisors, LLC, an SEC Registered Investment Advisor. Registration with the SEC 
does not imply any level of skill or training
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